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CHARI TY DETAI LS
Moroccan Children’s Trust
Registered Company Number
6647591
Registered Charity Number
1127739
Registered and Principal Office
29, Marlborough Road, Colliers Wood, London SW19 2HF
Trustees
Alexandra Apostolou, Fouad Birouk, Nick Denison, Christopher Hands, Mohammed
Nejmeddine, Abdellah Soussi and Sam Taylor
Objects
(1) To advance the education of the public in subjects relating to sustainable development
and the protection, enhancement and rehabilitation of the environment and to promote
study and research in such subjects provided that the useful results of such study are
disseminated to the public at large. Sustainable development means “development
which meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs”.
(2) To act as a resource for young people up to the age of 25 living in Morocco by
providing advice and assistance and organising programmes of physical, educational
and other activities as a means of:
(a) advancing in life and helping young people by developing their skills, capacities
and capabilities to enable them to participate in society as independent, mature and
responsible individuals;
(b) advancing education;
(c) relieving unemployment;
(d) providing recreational and leisure time activity in the interests of social welfare for
people living in the area of benefit who have need by reason of their youth, age,
infirmity or disability, poverty or social and economic circumstances with a view to
improving the conditions of life of such persons.
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(3) To carry out any purpose for the benefit of the public in Morocco which is charitable
according to the law of England and Wales, as the trustees in their discretion decide.

Financial Information
In the year 1st August 2012 to 31st July 2013, the Moroccan Children’s Trust received
revenues of £78,916.51, and incurred expenses of £64,598.09.
The Moroccan Children’s Trust does not have a policy on holding reserves.
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R EVIEW O F THE Y EAR
Letter from the Chair – Dr Christopher Hands
This year has been a remarkable one for the Moroccan Children’s Trust (MCT), and has
seen us take on more of the important challenges facing young people in Taroudannt and
across the Souss-Massa-Draa region. We have remained focused on supporting young
people living or working on the street in Taroudannt to find paths out of their difficulties,
and have continued to support our successful social work team to develop. Also, in partnership with Groupe Maroc Horizons (GMH), we have embarked upon new areas of work
which will ultimately benefit children across the region, and hopefully across the country.
At Centre Afaq, our social work centre in Taroudannt, the team has built on its knowledge
through reflective work with international social work expert Andy Williams, and shared
approaches and practices during regular team development visits to London. The team
has established strong and effective social work relationships with a large number of
vulnerable families, and has supported many of them to find solutions to their problems.
This work has enabled many children to come home from the street, to attend school
regularly, or to engage with positive activities. The foundation of MCT’s work in Morocco
is relational social work with children and families in difficult situations, and we will
continue to base our projects in this important work.
Centre Afaq continues to strengthen and deepen its connections with families in Taroudannt through different project arms. The thriving pre-school and women’s group are a
testament to the rich relationships of trust that the dedicated members of the team have
built with individuals who have so often found themselves marginalised and disenfranchised. In 2013-2014 we hope to share more of the lessons we have learnt through these
new projects with other partners and policy-makers to widen the benefits of our work.
From the inception of Centre Afaq’s work in Taroudannt, the social workers have
encountered young people without identity papers who face a huge struggle to make a
life for themselves, as they are excluded from secondary education, healthcare and
employment. Thanks to the assistance of The Funding Network, in 2013 we will launch a
project which will aim to secure identity papers for all the children without them living in
Taroudannt Province. The project will also seek to understand the underlying reasons
why these children have become legally invisible, and to share the lessons for how to
improve registration systems at a regional, and ultimately national level.
In 2013 MCT and GMH delivered Taroudannt’s first ever province-wide child protection
conference. Over a full day of seminars and workshops, a very diverse and engaged
group discussed the challenges to keeping children safe in southern Morocco. The attendees produced a series of bold recommendations for change in Taroudannt Province,
and we have already achieved the first of them, with the creation of a provincial child protection committee which is able to take swift action to protect children in emergency
situations. The attendees at the conference shared a vision of a safer future for all Morocco’s children. We hope to make more of that vision a reality in the coming year.
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UK ACTI VI TI ES
Internship Programme
This year MCT welcomed several volunteer interns to the UK team to support the Street
Children Project, Volunteer Project, research and fundraising & marketing. As part of our
programme, all volunteer interns were provided with a wide-ranging course of
professional training and given responsibility and ownership for driving the project work of
MCT. Training provided by MCT include project management, fundraising introduction,
grant-writing, event planning, presentation skills, monitoring and evaluation, working with
vulnerable young people, and French and Arabic languages.
Interns were given
opportunities to monitor projects, advocate and fundraise for MCT.
Three of our
volunteer interns won a ‘World of Difference’ grant from Vodafone to sustain their
volunteer work with MCT another four months during Spring 2013.
Each intern also spent two weeks in Morocco meeting with the local team in order to
understand the practical work they are supporting in Taroudannt. We are deeply grateful
for all of the direct contributions they made to our work and appreciative for many of their
ongoing efforts to support MCT.

Fundraising & Marketing
After the creation of our fundraising and marketing team last year the team has gone from
strength to strength. The team oversaw a successful year’s programme of events starting
with a new event in the portfolio – a fundraising concert in November 2012. The concert
featured performances from students of the Royal Academy of Music and the Moroccan
Harir Band, raising a total of £1,438.
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At Christmas time, the team continued its singing and joined in carol singing around
London’s Christmas tree in Trafalgar Square. With some heartfelt carols and bucket
shaking, the team managed to raise £228.55 in only an hour.
The team also began to concentrate on preparations for MCT's annual gala, to celebrate
MCT's 4th birthday. This year’s event featured a magician, live music, an auction and
raffle as well as a talk by Andrew Williams, the founder of street child NGO, Retrak. For
the second consecutive year, the Roger Shashoua Foundation sponsored the event and
MCT enjoyed it's highest attendance at a gala to date with 101 guests. Overall the event
raised £7,410.26.

The next major fundraising event was another addition to the MCT events portfolio and
our most ambitious fundraiser to date. On the 19th April 2013, nine volunteer trekkers set
out to trek through the Atlas Mountains and climb Mount Toubkal, the highest peak in
North Africa. Each trekker aimed to raise £1,000 for MCT on top of their fees for the trip.
With several exceeding their fundraising targets, the total raised came to nearly £12,000.
"It was a magical trip for an amazing cause. A worthy adventure in every sense."
(participant on the 2013 trek)
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To finish the year the team held an art exhibition in Brixton East, a contemporary art
venue in the heart of Brixton, south London. The exhibition was part of the art project
being run through the Street Children Project in Taroudannt where a local Moroccan artist
helped teach the children of the education support programme to draw and paint. As
well as featuring works by the Moroccan artist, the exhibition featured works from up and
coming British artists, film-makers and photographers – all work related to the theme
‘Home Street Home’. The exhibition lasted for three days, including a successful launch
night event and through a silent auction of the works and generous donations from
attendees the event raised awareness of MCT’s work and engaged newcomers, with a
bonus of a few hundred pounds raised to go right back into the art project at the centre.
As part of its fundraising strategy, the UK team have also worked hard to raise the profile
of MCT through our social media and online marketing. With a revamped monthly
electronic newsletter, its subscription has risen steadily over the past year to hit statistics
above average in the sector. Volunteers have continued to lead regular social media
updates from both the UK team and the centre, connecting more Twitter and Facebook
followers than ever.
MCT would also like to extend a special thank you to its grant supporters as well for their
generous support over the past year:
• Ashworth Charitable Trust – schedule of trips/outings for children at centre
• The Funding Network – Identity Papers Project, Women’s Group
• Just Trust – Women’s Group
• British Foreign Schools Society (BFSS) – renewal of 2-year grant to support entire
education scheme (pre-school, education support classes)
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Consortium for Street Children (CSC) Membership
Despite being a small charity, MCT has been an active member of the Consortium for
Street Children (CSC) since it joined in 2011. We have continued to recognise CSC’s
commitment to advocating the UN to recognise the International Day for Street Children
on 12th April by having events in both the UK and Morocco. Designated volunteers of our
team have been heavily involved in the planning and development of a CSC toolkit this
past year to address the plight of girls living and working on the streets across the world.
MCT plans to share its experience of working with street-connected girls in Morocco by
serving as one of the selected pilot organisations in Autumn 2013. The toolkit is
scheduled to be published by the CSC in April 2014. MCT’s director, Dr Chris Hands, has
also been serving this past year on the CSC Research Board.
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S TR EET C HI LDREN P ROJECT
Social work, education support, pre-school,
recreational activities, women’s project

Social Work
The holistic approach of the Street Children Project continued to be led by the social
work team at Centre Afaq in Taroudannt. The team of three social workers aimed to
support some of the most vulnerable children and their families by assisting in access to
identity papers, employment and healthcare, including building links and partnerships in
the local community. The dedication and expertise of one of the social workers enabled
26 unregistered children to receive their identity papers and thus be able to access
secondary education and healthcare, and legal employment in the future. The increase in
demand upon 2011-12 was fuelled by the directive issued by the Ministry of Education in
November 2012 to all primary schools in the province of Taroudannt – over 1,200 – to
send information of cases of known unregistered children directly to Centre Afaq in order
to help them obtain their papers in time for enrolment into secondary school.
Regarding employment, the social work team assisted 4 mothers to gain regular legal
employment. In access to healthcare, 10 children were supported in receiving medical
treatment for chronic health problems due to a formalised partnership with a local general
practitioner serving as a referral route to specialist services. For the next year, the plan
for this service is to also include routine checkups for children and mothers as well as
establish a similar service with a local dentist.
From within the local community, 11 volunteers have become involved in the work at the
centre for a minimum of two weeks, the majority for a minimum of two months. The team
has also supported 5 older children to find and access activities of interest, such as
football, full-contact martial arts and theatre. One of these children and 8 others have
been encouraged through their strong relationships with the social workers and positive
activities at the centre to no longer spend their time on the street.

Through a regular programme of home visits, informal meetings with parents at the
centre, one-to-one meetings with children at the centre, and tours of various quarters of
the town, the social workers have effectively reduced the exposure of 6 children to
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domestic abuse. Improvements in robust monitoring procedures have allowed for the
social work team to work well with the other 8 team members and volunteers running
services at the centre. Over this past year the three social workers engaged over 40
families – 87 children – to access services based at the centre: education support, preschool, recreational activities, and women’s project.

Education Support
Over the past school year, over 36 children attended regular non-formal education
sessions in the centre, which are led by a school support teacher. Local and international
volunteers also supported learning in specific subjects such as French, Arabic, maths,
and physics. Split into groups by age and level, the children attended morning and
afternoon sessions from Monday through Friday (and often Saturday) per their school
schedules. The education support sessions serve as a place to receive focused help in
difficult subjects, to revise for exams and to experience cross-cultural learning. The
school support teacher also makes regular visit throughout the two school terms to the
children’s teachers in order to exchange progress reports on school work and behaviour.
Behaviour for 34 children improved at school.

The two most recent developments in this project were an art project and mentoring
programme. A local volunteer led two art sessions once a week for a younger and older
group of children from May through July 2013. Children were able to learn about drawing
geometric shapes and painting with their imaginations as well as gain transferrable skills
such as using metrics to measure. We plan to incorporate 64 paintings from the children
as well as 3 paintings of the volunteer’s professional portfolio in our MCT London art
exhibition, ‘Home Street Home’ in August.
Our mentoring programme also kicked off this past March with the training of 3 mentors
who made a 1-year commitment. After attending both child protection and mentoringspecific trainings, these 3 volunteers from local schools began meeting a matched
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mentee once a week to spend time doing something they enjoyed together. The primary
aim of these meetings was to build the young person’s self-confidence and self-esteem
as well as provide a stable relationship amid often chaotic situations in their lives. Closely
supervised by the team at Centre Afaq, we hope one outcome after the year is for the
current mentors to become supervisors and train new mentors.

Pre-school
Another 15 children aged 3-5 years completed the second year running of our pre-school
aimed at providing children with preparation for primary education as well as a safe, fun
environment in which to learn while their parents work during the day-time. As preschools in Morocco are private, these students would not have otherwise been able to
access pre-school, resulting in a disadvantage to their peers at the start of primary
school. The programme also allows children who are at risk of isolation at home whilst
parents work to interact with other children and learn, which in turn lessens the strain on
families.
The pre-school is run by a full-time teacher supported by a part-time assistant and
international volunteers, Monday to Friday. The children’s personal, social, literacy,
physical and emotional development are monitored by the teacher in order to compare
progress over the year. Opportunities for the children to experience new places and
things were also organised both in and out of the city of Taroudannt, including activities at
other pre-schools.

Recreational Activities
A regular programme of recreational activities was based this past year at our sports
centre, Centre Sportif Shashoua, adjacent to our drop-in centre. Run Monday through
Friday and organised into a timetable complementary of the children’s school schedules,
a sports programme gave children of all ages a safe, alternative space to spend their
free time off the streets. Activities included football, tennis, volleyball, badminton, table
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tennis, basketball, aerobics, and full contact to encourage teamwork, discipline,
responsibility, and motivation. A trio of international volunteers even offered circus
performance lessons for a week and then donated their equipment for the children to
continue enjoying the activities.
The centre also served as a gathering place for the entire team and all of the children and
their families to celebrate both the start and end of the school year. Other recreational
activities include an annual two-day trip to recognise International Day for Street Children
on the 12th April as well as shorter trips to give children new experiences.

Women’s Group
As part of our holistic work with families of street-connected children, MCT continued
working with some of the mothers and older daughters of the families to empower and
improve the lives of marginalised women in the local community. The project is focused
on increasing women’s confidence and self-esteem, building mutual support networks
among the women, supporting them to exercise their legal rights and access public
services, improving healthcare practices in the home and encouraging women to seek
professional medical help when necessary as well as promoting positive parenting
practices.
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There have been regular weekly women’s group meetings running at our drop-in centre
for the past two years. The meetings provide a safe space for women to share their daily
problems and concerns as well as learn from each other and external facilitators. One of
the social workers facilitates the meeting in a participatory approach with the help of
volunteers. Various topics have included nutrition, female health, parenting, and religion.
Some activities have included sport, health eating sessions and crafts. There were also
several outings to provide women with the opportunity to gain new life experiences, such
as the first trip for many to Agadir, and an opportunity to reinforce a growing feeling of
community among the women. Two women were also supported to begin their own small
business initiatives, such as making clothes.

Regional Conference for Child Protection
With the overall aim of the Street Children Project being to improve child protection
practices in southern Morocco, MCT and GMH organised the first regional child
protection conference in Taroudannt on 11th May, 2013. The delegates – over 65 –
included some of the MCT UK team, GMH members, Centre Afaq team, social centres,
local NGOs, school directors and teachers, police, minors judge, Ministry of Education,
Ministry of Health, l’Entraide Nationale. The objectives of the conference were to address
the current obstacles faced by those working with vulnerable children face and to agree
recommendations for how to work better together across all sectors.
The conference included six presentations from various state and civic actors on their
perspectives of the state of child protection in Morocco. Dr Chris Hands, MCT’s director,
added an international perspective by discussing child protection in the UK and the UN
Convention on the Rights of the Child. Conference attendees then broke into three
working groups to discuss the issues of child protection in three domains: schools, social
centres, within the family and on the street. With these working groups bringing together
education professionals, social workers, NGOs, police, and government representatives,
these discussions resulted in agreed methods of improving communication, cooperation
and services. The facilitator of each workshop presented the identified problems and
possible solutions to the entire group in order to formulate a collective 8-point action
plan. MCT and GMH will continue working together over the next year to implement this
plan’s 3 priorities in the region: establish a regional commission on child protection to
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support urgent cases; set up a service of professional counselling in local schools for
children; develop the Kafala system to respond to the needs of very difficult cases.

Headcounting Research
In pursuit of the objectives for the year 2012-13, MCT and GMH collaborated on a piece
of research from May-July 2013 – quantitative head count of children at risk of streetrelated behaviours and dangers in Taroudannt. We hosted a volunteer in Taroudannt to
work directly with the social work team and carry out the project to quantify and
categorize the street-connected children in Taroudannt in order to inform future program
design and development. Without a clear idea of the number of street-connected
children in Taroudannt or their whereabouts within the town, we are limited in our ability to
understand the scale of the problem and design future programs to address the specific
needs of the children. Therefore, it was necessary to have comprehensive data on the
population of street children in Taroudannt – including information on their age, gender,
and street-related behavior – in order to maximize effectiveness, human resources and
the reach of our services.
The research team counted 260 street-connected children across 5 zones of the city of
Taroudannt. This included 39 children who were unaccompanied on the street after
11pm. It is very likely that the total number of young children on the street at night greatly
exceeds the limited number counted in this research exercise. MCT will use this data to
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inform project development in existing and potentially new services. Next year, MCT aims
to conduct a qualitative participatory study as a follow-up to this exercise to understand
the exact situations and needs of vulnerable children we have not yet been able to
engage.
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VOLUNTEER P ROJECT
Programme Transformation
In 2012-13 the Volunteer Project has completely transformed. In January, MCT began
renting a two-floor apartment in the centre of Taroudannt, a five-minutes walk from the
Centre Afaq. From Autumn 2012 volunteers on the programme no longer stayed with
host families in Taroudannt – all volunteers switched to staying in the rented apartment.
This change, from host families to an apartment, also necessitated a change in the way
that the programme is run. From August 2012-May 2013 (when the project welcomed its
first volunteer), representatives from both the UK and Moroccan teams discussed what
the programme would look like in its new form.
To help run the project in its new form the team recruited two new members of staff to
work in-country. The first is an in-country volunteer co-ordinator whose role is to help
support volunteers as they arrive in Morocco and throughout their placements. The coordinator started her post in January and has been instrumental in helping to support
volunteers and ensure that their placements are a success for the volunteer, team running
Centre Afaq and, ultimately, the children attending services at the centre. The second
role is a femme de ménage who cooks traditional Moroccan food for the volunteers,
ensures the apartment is clean and helps them feel at home. The femme de ménage
started her role in July and was recruited from the women's project run through the
Centre Afaq.
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In terms of the programme for volunteers
many other aspects remained the same.
The placements we offer remain similar
and volunteers still have induction
classes and the option of trips. However,
as volunteers are no longer able to
experience the authentic experience of
living with a Moroccan family, the teams
thought carefully about how to replicate
this experience.
We decided upon a
buddy scheme, in which each
international volunteer is paired with a
Moroccan 'buddy' of a similar age. This buddy helps volunteers acclimatise to life in
Taroudannt and share their experience of life as a young Moroccan with the volunteer.
Whilst the new programme was being developed between August 2012-May 2013, the
project did not accept any volunteers onto the programme. However, we were pleased to
accept 5 international volunteers who were able to volunteer with us and provide their
own accommodation. The first of these volunteers arrived in November 2012 and stayed
with us for seven months. As a social worker on sabbatical he was able to bring a great
amount of experience to the team, particularly working with older boys and in the sports
centre. In late December 2012 the centre welcomed three short-term volunteers, circus
skills performers who ran a series of highly popular workshops with children of all ages
over 6 days. Finally in January a volunteer joined us for three months and helped run the
French classes in the education support classes.

The project officially recommenced with the arrival of the first volunteer to the new project
in May 2013. As a student at the Clinton School of Public Service in the U.S.A., he
wished for his placement to focus on research so that it could be part of his masters
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course. Over a ten-week placement he completed a piece of quantitative research and
became a true asset to the team. At the end of this year another short term volunteer had
just joined the programme to stay for two months.

"I spent two and a half months partnering with two great organizations that supported me
through my challenges and struggles and congratulated the team’s successes."
(Former volunteer May - July 2013)

GMH Volunteer Exchange
As part of the new programme, the team in London agreed to host a reciprocal visit of
three volunteers from GMH and the first visit will be held between 13th-28th August 2013.
Whilst in London the GMH volunteers will follow a varied itinerary. Their main activity will
be volunteering at the Klevis Kola Foundation’s (KKF) Summer Scheme, which is a twoweek activity camp, run by KKF for its beneficiaries and offers a variety of activities for
children aged from 4 to 18 years. [KKF is MCT’s sister charity.] The majority of activities
will be based in locations throughout South West London and include some day trips to
other locations within London and the South West. In total the GMH volunteers will
spend six days volunteering with the KKF Summer Scheme, helping to supervise children
on trips to such places as the theatre and participate in and help run a variety of activity
sessions with children of all ages. They will also have a chance to experience British
culture and spend time exploring London and improving their English.

"Our stay was very enjoyable. We were made very welcome, the MCT team and the staff
of KKF were very nice. The atmosphere between us, the other London volunteers, and
the children was very good and we got to know a lot of people.
We wish to come back another time."
(Quote taken from feedback given by the three GMH volunteers. Translated from French)

The transition to the new programme structure has been challenging, but we hope that
next year we will be able to build on the foundations that have been laid this year and
further develop and improve the project to ensure its sustainability for years to come.
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F U TURE P L A NS
Identity Paper Project
Lacking official proof of identity is a very immediate barrier to children being able to
realise their potential, barring access to secondary education, healthcare and future legal
employment. As follow-up to discussions after the past two years’ accomplishment of
the social workers obtaining identity papers for all of the unregistered children with whom
we’re working at Centre Afaq, MCT is ready to open a separate identity paper project in
October 2014. We have obtained financial support from The Funding Network and
become familiar with UNICEF’s universal birth registration programme (excludes
Morocco).
The aim of the project will be to act as a catalyst for both the creation of a sustainable
and accessible process of registration and an increased demand for registration. Two
dedicated local staff will not only support families in complex situations to secure ID
papers, but also organise events and trainings with local professionals and families to
raise awareness of the importance of obtaining ID papers across Taroudannt Province.
This will contribute to research into the prevalence of unregistered births/individuals in
Morocco and the barriers to obtaining ID papers later in childhood; support the
establishment of a system of registration which is permanent, sustained, and delivered by
state agencies; build partnerships, coordination, cooperation, alliances and coalitions
with international, national, and local actors.

Research
Having just reached the conclusion of a quantitative study in the city of Taroudannt
mapping the population of at-risk children, we are planning the second stage of this
research to understand the extent to which we are currently meeting their needs and the
potential for future interventions. We hope to conduct a qualitative study in a
participatory approach next year that will enable us to define an effective advocacy
strategy to successfully promote our work in the Taroudannt province.
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